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"Facts About Current, Indian English"

Zacharias Thundyi2

Northern tlichigan Unkversity

This, paper on Indian English is based,on data I gathered

from a study tour of India and from a computerized linguistic

survey I made during this tour. From July 28 to AUgust 1801

travel,,widely in India=-from pombay to Trivandrum* Mady0

to NeW Delhi to Poona, I visited\umerous universitie- and );-

collegei, talked to4ndian and non-In an prOfepsors English

at these institutions, and spoke to India students, at seve

institutions, By'way of introduction, it is appropriate to

begin with a short survey,of the pistory of Indian English,

1
The English language was brought to India in the seventh

century by the British; On December 31, 1600, Queen Elizabeth I

signed a charter authorizing the Zast'India Company of London

to open trade with India and e East.1 Bilingualism in English_

was gradually initiated and v

at diffe periodp.
2 FirSt

aries pened schools in India

orously supported by three groups

from the beginning, the mission-

nd imparted English education to

selytizing.
3 Second,

India( boys and girls with th intent o

of Indians, fascinate by the terry ()log. and scientific

ss o .England, wanted e introducti of English ed

in India, ho.ing that English would prove t. be the key to'mat-

erial success qd politiCal- advancement. R Ram Mohan Roy

OU

wrote to Lord Amhe on December 11, 1823:,

'PERMISSION TO REF FIODUCE THIS COPY-
RRNTED MATERIAL AS BE N GRANTED BY

.4
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ON OF THE COPYRIGHT
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NATIONAL INSTITUTEMF
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When t is seminary of learning ( ansk
Calcutta) was proposed, we understand that ern-
ment in gland had ordered a consider ,s of money
to be ann ally devoted to the instructi n of its.Indian
subjects. We were filled with Sanguine hopes that this
sum wouldBe laid out in employing European gentlemen
pf talentS*d education to instruct the natives of
India in mathematics, natural phii4sophy, chemistry,

.

anatomy, and other useful sciences, which the natives'
of Europe have carried to. a degree of perfection that
has raised them above the inhabitanta of other parts
of the world.4,'

Third, the British government encouraged missionaries to run

English schools for the education'of English and Anglo-Indian

'children. Lord Macaulay:g.:.policy of producing Englisn=speaking

bilingual civil servants in India, was made into a lawoby the

oversial Minutes Of 1835. In 1857, 'threepassing of the con

universities

Wiih the gradual rise of colleges and universities, English

becaMe. the ecadethic language of India and was looked'upon as
. _

ere established in Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras.

he'prebtigen- lan
Aguage.

In, spite of natiC al movements, the

importance of English was not diminished; on he other hand,

-bilingualism struck deeper roots among. the middy class with

the spread of college education.

During theDritiah Raj, English, as the official, gational

language, as the'language of higher education,,and as an nter-,,
, . . .

national. kangnage, at ained a unique place ofimportancein.

India. Evenafter In is n came independent of British rule

in 1947, Eng h continue to be the official 'language up to

4211114$'anuary.26, 196 , along with Hindi. -However,Pmder the Ogficial

Language Act of 1963:English may continue .to be used even after

January 26, 1965, "fOr all the official purposes of the union
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for which it was being used immedia gl*before that day" and

"yor the transactio410 business in Parliament."5 :Due to the

violent ppposition froth?:non-100indi speaking South Indians, the

Government of India was forced to=accept the Chief Ministers'

'Three Language Formula whichinsists on the comriulsory teachin44.

of the regional language, Mindiin the. Hindi areas another

Indian language, and English or any other mrarn European lan-

guage,

, Today, English continues to function'aathe language of

the Government of India. It is still the language used by

coupts of lay, institutions ofhigher'edUcation, and banks.

Technical, scientific, and administrat ve writings'are, still

published,and read in English; Englian is the lingua fianca Of

educated people froth different parts, of India; and it is the

only foreign language ),.earned by the vast majority of Indian

students. Though id, is spokennpl.ess than two per Cent of the

Indian population, it commands the loyalty and support of the

educated people in all IndiaR states. The importance of the

English press can be gauged by the number of the most popular

and widely read English newspapers in India, and this number is

topped only ny the 77 Hindi newspapers and the 69, Urdu ones,

The increasing number- of Englishaleditim grade schoOls and high

schools all over India another indication of the growing,

prestige and influenqz of Eng h.

What variety-of,English do Indians speak, write, and teach?

It is to be admitted that "Educated Indian Engligh" is spoken

very differently from British Received Pronundiation after which

it is patterned. Halliday, Mc Intosh, and Strevens point out

.
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that "one of the most important changes that took place in the

period between 1950 and 1960 was the addeptance that to speak

like an Englishman was not the obvious and only aim in teaching

English_to overseas learners."6 With fawer nativespeakers_of

English in India, Indian English is develdping in new directions.

Indian English is at difficult to.define as .British English

and ATerican English. There are dialects in Indian English as

there are dialects in British or American English. Older lin-

guists used to distinguish ..the following types of writings:

,-1. Anglo-Indian,(non7Indian writers' writings about India);

2. Indo-Anglian (Indians who write in English about India);

3. Indo- Anglican (a confusing term for Indo-Anglian); 4. Indo-
,

E glish (transla4Ons by Indians from Indian literature into

glish); 5.. Indian English. The last term, first used by M. R.

nand, V. R. Bhusha anoPP. E. Dastodr, is gaining ,greater

rrency in 1 uistic4literature.7 Indian English is a variety

f the English language used as-a second language (L2 of J. C.

Catford) by Indian bilinguals.in an Indian,cultural and linguistic

context,8 The Indian bilingual has a dominant primary language,

his regional language (L1 Catford) like Hindi, Malayalam,

or Bengali which he uses with grea er facility in a wider range

of situations. For some ntians 1 as, an equil status

as his mother tongu t, for most iddlan-bilinguals, English

is a second language which "belongs to India both culturally and

The'varieties of English used in Britain,

Australia, the United States, and Canada are primary languages

(L1). The varieties of Spanish,-Polish, Hungarian,and Italian
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used by second and third generations of immigrants in the United

States nd Canada are second languages (L
2
). In the sense given

,

above, English is a second language rather than a foreigh lan-

guage in India. In this paper, the cover term "Indian English"

is used for that variety of the English language used by "educated"

Indians. Thus, Indian:English is distinguished from.such pidgin '

languages humorously referred to as Babu English, Butler English,

Kitchen English, Cheechee English, and.aearer English. A few ex-

amples of un-English expressions of these pidgin dialects are
.

,

the following: "to marry with," "to make friendship with,' "to

make one's both ends meet," "America returned "pin-drop silence,"

"a failed M. A.," and "a welcome address". \

A

In order.to distinguish.fle ucated Indian En41sh," Professor

Kachru makes use of the terril "C e of Bilingualism-borrowedL.,
,..0

from Halliday. The Cline comprises three measuring pointsl the

zero point, the central point, and the ambilingual poin
4 indi-

,
ca0ng a gradation toward an educated form of Indian English.

..,

An Inaian speaker of English, who ranks.above the zero point may

"be'cOnsidered a bilingual; Babu,Engfish speakers are grouped

°

below the zero point, which is not
/the,end point-on the %cale.

A standard or-e cated user of Indian English ra.ks somewhere

between the-central and amiAlinguaf points on the line.
11

T ese

,

ducated bilinguals ere civil servants, educatiOni , colleg

r
\

graduates', and politicians. The variety or diale t of English

they use is influenced considbrably by various 'ub-strata and

.is found in the English writings of Indians irybooks, newspaper

and peri'odicals.

a

0

41

r4,
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What Constitutes. educated,Indian mnglish are its similari-

ties in -phonology,"vdcabulalry, and grammar with British English

'or American English. What makes Indiah English a dialect'diffet=

ent frOm British English and AmericanEnglish are its phoimlogical

lexical, and grammatical differences.

There have been numerous studies on the phonology of Indian
.11

English. These were inspired by pedagogical reasons. Pedagogi-

cally, this level is still considered the primary level. The

limitations of thisfepaper permit me to make only a few observations

about the phonology of Indian English. One should distinguish

between the phonology of Dravidian English spoken by native

speakers of.the Dravidian Languages: Tamil, Telugu,.Kannada, and

Malayalam and native ,speakers of the Indo-Eurppean derivatio

from Sanskrit:,Assames)0, Bengali, Gujerati,, Hindi, Kashmiri,

Marathi, Punjabi, and Urdu. The reason for this distinction lies

in the fact that the phonological patterns of. the primary lan-

guage influence the learned phonological pattern of .English.

According to R. K. Bansal, "it is mainly in distribution of -.the

vowel phonemes that the various Indian speakers diverge froM the

noctal R. P. pattern."]a "Generally speaking, educated Indiani

have a system Of 12 to 14 vowels in their English. These are:

[I], 'Le], [e], bi], [a], Go], [o], [0, [e],

[3]."13 "[w] and [v] can be treated a§ one phoneme far Ost

speakers. [z] does not exist for some speakers. Some speakers

use [g] very rarely. [0, [t], and DC] are generally unaspirated

in all positions where it occurs in spelling. "14 In Bengali,

English same to you becomes shame to you. This substitution is

V
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due to the influ nce 'of the native language phonology. Spelling

pronunciaticns etre very cOmmon. Indian'speakers often streas

1

words differently from, s'n, the R. P. pattern, ecause they learn

0

the'words from books and-no8from native s akers.

!However, it should be stressed th the main phonological

features which separate Indian English from the L1 varieties of /
English are not necessarily deviations in the segmental phonemes

but deviations 'in stress, intonation, rhythm, and juncture.

Gopalkrishnan makes the following observations on the stress de-
,

viations of South Indian speakers of English: 1. There 'is a

general unawareness of the patterns of primary as well as secon-

dary stress: Pmakbe0/ for /mek,bee/; 2.. There is a tendency to

ignore the differentiating stress patterns of nouns, adjectives,

and verbs; 3. There is an unawareneas,; of the shift in stress

t

found in different parts of speech derived from the same "Latin

'Or Greek root." (phil6sophy andphil6sophicel).15 The main "

reason for the deviations in stress is that "all the main South

Asian Languages are syllable-timed languages, as opposed to

English which is a 'Stress-timed language "16 This may be the

reason why Indian English Is often called "sing-song" English.

There are two lexical items that demand our attentiom.cone,

words of Indian-English that ate, "non-shared" with other varieties

of English; the other group is made up of words from Indian lan-
o

guages that are transferred to the other dialects of Engli4-

Earlier scholars compiled a list of words belonging tO the first

9rtlig).17
As early as 1886, Yule and Burnell'published a glossary of

S
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Anglo"-Indianwords:16 "Words of Indian origin. have been insinu-
. 7

ating thedsplveseinto English ever sj.nce the end of the reign

of;,Queen Elizabeth . . when such terms., as caLiCo, chintz, and
9

a lodgement in -Engli7h'warehouses

In 1893,,Plennell listed 336 Hindi (Hindoo), 32

Sanskrit, and 31 Dr vidian iLes in the English vocabulary. 20

Sergeantsen.2 1 d Subbe Rao22 also published useful accounts of

ginclhamhad already effected

and shops, !,19

1,4

loa words in English. These studies show the interaction

between'Indian languages and Bnglish.23

The grammatical features of Thd-i-an Edglish provide an

fnteresting field of study for linguists. There have been studies

made.on certain grammatical aspects .of Indian English. Dustoor

has pointed out the absence or misuse of articles in the deictic

system'of Indian English. 24 The reason for this error is the

a influence of native Indian languages which do not.have any def-

inite articles. Kachru in his doctoral dissertation compared

and contrasted the systems of structures of verbal grodps'and

nominal groups of British English and Indian English;
25'

His
. /

attempt has failed to show.eny significant difference,

A.-F,Kindersey has some interesting observations on certain

grammatical fea of Indian English:26 a..N:.
.

e reflexive
._- -- --_ ,.

verbs- ,te.g.'en'o exert) the reflexive:IpronO is omitted; I

think this is dde to the tendency of Indian
.

1 uages td shy
--

o.
Laway fromtthe use ofreflexive verbs. In place of transitive

.

.

verbs, intransitive verbs are used (e.g., reach, waive) or the

posit° (e.g.', preside, dissent). -3, In/cOnstruc'tioks, such .

-4,,

as verb plus particle (dispose of),'Ithere is a tendencto-add

an extra particle,



contribution to the study of Indian English is the

computerized survey of the grammar of Indian English I nade in t

P

India last summer (1970), Basically, I used the same tepton
3

curtent usage given by Sterling Leonard and the NCT in 1927

A list of 230 expressions "of whose standing there might be
. +

nws submitted by me to a group of 160 judges who

ly linguists and teachers of english. I made some

anges in Sterling': list in order to fit it in the

Indian situation. Each judge was asked:to+sco

-according to his obse vation of actual usage,
/
received over 120'responSes. "brile did

of'the responses are fro9vlinguists and teachers

of what it should b

not comply; 907

e on -IBM cards

not on his opinion

of English n/Oolleges and universiti s located 'in Bombay,,Delhi,

Calctitt adras, Bangalore, and the state ak(keraia., I 'should,

make th grateful mention't at I received mdore,responses from -

omen than, men,

Each expression was to be classified in one of the follow-

ing'categories: A. Liter r English: "formally correct English,

serious and important occasions, whether..appropriate chiefly for

in speech or writing; sully called Literary English;" B. 2217

loguial English: "ful y acceptable English for informal conver--

gations, corresponde ce, not wholly appropriate for occasions

of.literary dignity, standard, caultivated, colloquial English;"

C. Popular or 1111 erate Speech: "not used by pe'sons who wish

pass as cultiv ted, except to represent uneducated speech,

or to be jocose; here taken to include slang and dialect form

not admissible to the standard or cultivated: area; usually



called 'vulgar English,' but with no implicatIon,necessarily of"

the current meaning of vulgar: naive, popular, or uncultivated

English."

The informants had copa'iderable difficulty with category C.'

I should have modified the category as follows: "illiterate.

speech, not used )0.1i persons who wisj1to Pasa as cultivated." In

the course of my field work, I m dified,Category C. The reason

for this change Is that Englii is only a secondary language ,(J., )

in India and that many in rmants never came across dialectal

expressions suc7 as: "Alight-coMplectad girl passed," "Hadn't

you ought to ask your mother," "My cold wa'nt any better next

day," "If John had of come,".and so On. Most informants classi-

fied dialecta.expressions and expressions they had never en-

''countered under category C, or altogether omitted them.:

The answers were sorted and tabulated by a computer. The

orting machine rejected, over 25 respon es on account of some

recording errora. The comptter, however accepted 87 responses.
. -

and classified the responses into three categories mentioned

above. Those expressions which Were appr ved as either literary

or collo ial by at least three-fourths of the judges were ranked

establ hed; thpse approVed by less than one- fourth were ranked

illtterate; and those in between were cleaSified,as disputable.

By these arbitrary standards, 54 expressions are established (as

opposed to 7,1 of the Leonard Survey); 42 expressions are Illit-

erate (as 6pposed to 38 in the Leonard Stirvey); and 134 are

disputable (as opposed to 121 in the Leonard Survey). From this

it appears that the judges were rather conservative in their

11'
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judgm4nts of grammatic lity. It is interesting to note that the

folloWing expreSsions .,ere classified as liter;xv or colloquial:

me;" "Reverend ,zones will preach ;" "You are older than me ;"

"The data is often-inagdurate0 "We will try, and att it." The

expressidivelder than ma shows the tremendou's influence of the

native languages. on Indian English.



ESTABLISHED-USAGES

A Tale of Two Cities is an historical noVel.

It was I that broke the vase, father,

i felt.,could walk no further.

It is me,

11. One rare ]y

19../ In this connection, I should a50,...

85

enjoys one's luncheon-when one is 'tired,

Thiiia'a man... I used to know, (OmitteU relative.)'
u

I'gueas I'll go to. lunch.

A
-29! Yo0 had better stop that foolishness.

30, Each person should of courseear-

'32. 'He went right home and told his f er.

35. This hat'ia not so large as mine.

his or her share of the expeose.

36, My position
- _

in the company was satisfactory

I expect he knowshia su e t.

39. Reverend Jones will preach;

from every'point of view.

42. In the case of students who elect anextrasublect, an additional
fee is charged.

I-for" one hope he will be there.

48. Under these circumstance I will concede the point.:4

.49. I have no prejudices, and that is the Clause Of4funp

50. You may ask 'whomsoever you please.
.114.

51. -You are older than- me.

5§. The honest person is to be aPplauded

57. He sod in ,front of the class to.speak.

59. This much is certain.

60.Hedid.not do as well as we expected.

13
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A. (cont)

81. We got,home at three o'clock.

62, He has no fear; nothing can confuse him.

67. As regards the League, let me sa

70. '"You :just had a telephone call." "Did they leave any message?"

' 71, I was attacked by one of those huge. police dogs.

73 . as the reason.why. he, went home.

79. The data is often inaccurate.

64. I drove thi Car around the block.

86

65. He doesn't do it the,haz I do.
0

87. Will.you go? Sura,

90. Our catch was pretty good.

94. We have made some progress 'talong these lines.

1001 My colleagues,and I shall be glad to help you.

102-, That will be all right, yoU\may be Sure.

103. 'We will try and' get it.
\

:,-107, Leave me alone, Or else get out,

111. I can hardlysterim.

11 He was home all last week.

113. I'd like to make a-correction.

123.0 The'man was.very amused.

126. That's a ngerous curve; you'd better go slow.

12 There are soMe nice people here.

133 Will yop i?e at the Shahs' this evening?

135. I don't know-if I an.

156. My viewpoint on thi is that we ought to make concessions.
.0/

165. This. roomisawfullY,, cold:

14
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A. (cont,)

166. Yes,' our plan'worked just fine.

227. The child was weak, due to improper feeding.

230. Is your insurance sufficient coverage for your house?

y-



B. DISPUTABLE USAGE

. 3. That clock must be fixed.

5. Why, pursue a vain hope?

My contention has been proven many times.

John had awoken much earlier than usual.

9. Ray, 0\v/es then in town, was with me the kiree or foir first days.

12. The invalid was able partially to raise his bo.dy;

13. One rarely likes to do as he is 'told.

16. It behooves them to take action at once.

17. He never works evenings or Sundays.

18. I had rather go at once.

21. ZDey have gotten anew car this'year.

22. The bus depot burned down last night.

25. I took pit to be they.

26, Now just where are we at?

31. A women whom I know was my friend spoke next;

33. Galileo discoverecP that the earth moved.

37. He could write as ,well or tter than I'.

4O. I cant seem to get thi lem right.

''41.. He toils to-the 'rid that he may amass wealth.

43. The defendant's case Was urt by this admission.

45. This ic,s the chapterAw contents cause most discussion.

46. I was pretty mad about it.

52. All came exert She..

53. .The. party who wrote that was a journalist.

.54. What are the chances of them 'loping found41?

55. There is a big woods behind the house.

.16
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B. (cont.)

058. I know it to be he.

63. Do you wish for some ice cream?

64. My Uncle Roger, he told me a story.

.66. There is a large works near the bridge...

68. Intoxication is when the brain is affected by certain stimulants.

69. Neither of your reasons are really

72. The women were all dressed

74. He dove off the pier.

75. I. calculate to go soon.

That ain't so.

78. Trollope's novels have already begun to date.'
NN

80. He looked at mt and says,

81. Thi book is valtIeless, the, one has more to recommend, it.

82. T two cups of flour.

Nbne them are here,.

\6. The Bang ore climate is healthiest in wInter.
,

8p. He is kind o sill , / think. Q. '

.---.89 One is not fit .o vote at the age of eighteen.

91, I will- pcobably co e a ,little late.

43: Ain't that just like man9

95. The goal'e. stands- ba he goal line.

96. That was the reason leavin. school.

97. Both leaves of ,trhe. draw idge raise at once.

I have drupe all m milk.

101. I went immediately ipto the .banquet room, which was, I found later,
a technical error,

104. VWe cannot discover from whence the rumor emanates.

17



(cont.)

, 105. swear that was him.

106. The light is lit.

old dOg: was to no sense agreeable.

110. Of two disputants, the
warMestJ.s.generally in the wrong.

114. r've absolutely got. to go.

115. It was good and coldwhen I cam in.

116. We haven't but a few left.

117. In the collision with a Ford, otr car naturally got the worse of it.

_118. I wouldn't have said that if I had thought it would have Shocked her.

119. ey at_gf*pronounced as et) at twelve o'clock.

120. Yourself and your guests are invited.

'124. Such naif actions seem to me absurd.

125. We can expect the commission to at least protect our interests.

128,. It seems to be them.

129. Everybody bought 'their own ticket,

130. Say, do you know who that is?

134. Have you fi7d the fire for the night?

136. In hopes of seeing yoU,, I asked...

cl37. I suppose that'S him.

138. I can't help but eat it.

139. Aren't ('nt or\Eat) I right?

140. There:is a row of, beds with a curtain between each beet..

142. It says in the book that...

143. If it wasn't for football, school life would\be dull.

144. His attack on my motives made me peevish.

I haye a heap, of work to do.

s
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B. (cont.)
A

146: If I asked him; he would li.ke,ly refuse.

147. John didn't do so bad this tile

149. We taxied to the station to catch the train.

150

152.

157.

158.

We only had one left.

Everybody's else affairs are his concern.

Pactorias were mostly closed on election day.

That boy's mischievous behavior aggravates me.

91

162. He moves mighty quick on a tennis court.

163. He stopped to price_ some furniture.

164. He worked with much snap.

"168. The fire captain with his loyal men were cheered.

169. DOn't get these.kind of shoeS.

170. Who are you looking for?

171. ALtreaty was concluded between the four powers.

172. Nou, had to have property to vote, in the eighteenth century.

173. The kind of,apples you mean are large and sour.

174, The Americans look at this differently than we_do.

177. I felt badly about his death.

178. The real reason he failed was because he tried to do too much.

179. 'Invite whoever you like to the party.

180; Drive slow down that hill!

182; My cold wasn't. any better next day

183. It is liable 'tio rain tonight.

184. Harry wag a little boy about this tall.

.-185, I, didn't speak to my uncle. by Tong distance; I couldn't get through.

186. They had numerous strikes in England.

19



B, (cant.)

189, I have apt my own opinion on that.

190e He made a date for next week. '

191. suppose I'm wrong, ain't I?

193. John was raised by his aunt.

195. My fathen walked very glow down the street,

196. There was a beld, a table, and two chairs in the room

197. They invited my friends and myself.

.198, It is now plain and evident why he left,

200. He did noble,

201. My experience on the farm helped e some, of course.

.202. I wish I was wonderful,

204. It's real hot today.

206. What was the reason for Sheila making that disturbance?

207. Can I be excused from this class?

208. Haven't you got through yet?

210. We don't often see sunsets like they have in Bombay.

.
211, Just set down and rest awhile.

212. Everyone_ was here, but they all went 'home early.

213. He loaned me higskates..

214. I am older than him.

215. She leaped off of the moving car.

216. My folks sent me a money order.

the He came around.four'o'clock.

218. If it had been us, we would

222. They went way. around by"the orchard road.

223. The banker.loaned me Rs. 1000 at 7%.

20



B. (cont.)
w

224. It looked like they meant business.

225.. Do it like he tells you,

226. They swan% their partners in the reel.

228, Rams-Store is on Queen's Street,
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o.

C, ILLITERATE SPEECH

8, If Johnny had oaf me, I needn't have.

14. I haven't- pardly`a y money.

15. The engine W4shitti g good this morning,

23. .Can I use your typewrit No, it's broke.

'24. Sitiing in back of John, h- said, "Now guess what .I have."

27. The kitten mews whenever, it wa is in.

34. He drunk too much soda water.

47. Either of these three roads is good.

65. He begul.to make excuses.

76. This is 411 the further I can read.
oo,

92. I must go and 1.1y. down.

98. The, people which.were here haveall gene.
N

108. That there rooster is a fighter,

121. One of my brothers were helping me.

z/ 122. I enjoy wandering among a library.

131.- A lipt complected girl passed.

132. I want for you to come at once.

141. He Won't leave me come in.

148. There was a orange in the dish. '

151. Cities a villages are beinestripped of all they contain not

onl t often of their very inhabitants.

153, I was dark when he mome in.

154 It don't Ice any dif.feredcp what you think.
_

55. I read in the paper where a plane was lost.

159.

1.60,

161. Neither author nor publisher are subje.ct tocpnsorship,

94 .

That bankiirash left me busted, 77

You was mistaken about that,. JOhn.



C. (cont.),

167. I wish he hadn't of came.

175. Hadn't you ought td ask your mother ?.

176. Most anybody can do that. /

181. He most always does. what hwife tells him.

187. They went in search for the missing child.

188. I will go, providing you keep away.

192. I had hardly laid down again when the phone rang.

194. Ma don't sew as well as,she used to.

199. It su.e was good to see iJrncle 'Charles.

203. ye nOloubt but. what he will come:
.

20 . ebody run past just as I'opened the door.

209. His presence was valueless not only but a hindrance as well.

219. Shsung very well.

0

220. It is only a little ways farthe

221. The.neighbors took turns setting up.xith him.

229. The sailors laid out along the yards.

11

NJ

23
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Certain conclusions can-be drawn rom the survey and from

comments made.by Indian linguists_ nglish is not a primary

ia,;(iguage (L1) in India. Fr. Anto isami, S.J. of Loyola /College,

Madras, writes: "There is no c lloquial sh Ca such] in

Itfid. except in very limited: ircles." Thomas P keday, a

lexicogr her, writes; "Mo t of the ex ressions Marked C

Cilliterate eech) is no in use, A second linguist

makes the follOg obs atIon' have left.several unmarked

on the IBM cards ei' because I have not observed the-usage of

the word underlined cause I have not beenable- to assess the

degree of formality' /informality of a Particular. usage," However,

Sister Sheila O'Neill, vice-principal of Stella Maris.College,

Madras, writes:, ". . . several of these expresaions.are not

heard at all in:Sodth India, while a few others are just coming

into use amoPg-the young, whO adopt 61pm deliberately,as Ameri-

canisms." ProfesSorV wrl es: "we have no proper

''slang' or accepted dialect forms/In our ,Eng sh (except perhaps.

'cousin - brother,' cousin-sister,' etc.)." I ca conclude in

the light of, this survey that Indian English is base on written

-English style. Mr. Agoram writes: "Since the English lap;quage

is learQt.through standard books, periodicals, and men of emirs

ence, it is more chaste and admirablee" (I do agree with Mr..

Agoram's premise, but not with the conclusion which A a non

sequitur.) According to Kachru,.' there are two rea ons for the

"bookishness" of Indian Epglish. The first is that in both

written and spoken media, Indian bilinguals teAd. tb use certain'

lexical items that have been dropped or are less frequent in

Mt.
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modern English. Samuel Mathai writes:

Although there were 'English' teachers of English
in many of,the schools and colleges of Indita, inevitably
the Indian learned a great deal of his English from

oks. Indian English was therefore always inclined to
be, ookish, and not adequately in touch with the living
Engl Sh of the day; and when we remember; that the books
which e re-read as models of good English were the works
of Shakespeare and Milton and other great poets and
dramatiats and prose writers, it is not surprising that
the more eloquent .utterances'of Indians (whether spoken
or written) were often garnished with phrases and turns
of expression taken from the great writers. Sometimes
these phrases were used without proper recognition of
their archaic or obsolescent or poetic character. . /

The second reason is that the spoken medium is.not tau ht as an

academip discipline in India. Students are not taught to Speak

97

English but towrite.English. That'is why Indian EngiJAh does
.

not sound conversational.
1:4

.,

.
Finally, aS the survey indicates,, there are considerable

. /
similariti,es between Indian English. and its sister languageS in .

.

1
.

England, America, and elsewhere. Most of the. established items

on the survey are considered as: stablished in the Leonard Survey;
.

4 .

so are the disputable expressions and samples of illiterate

speech'. With,Randolph Quirk and Albert Marckwardt, one can

Speak of the Englis language written and spOken in India,

edrEngland, the unit StAes,Canada, Australia, and NeW Zealand

.as "a common language". At the same time, in ,,the light of the

specialfeatvres of Indian English, one can say withjustifi-
,.

cation that a variety of eduCated En-glish has developed in4p,
,

different linguistic and cultural context in India. Not oily

have Indian langu

<
ges Indianizedthe EngliSh language, but

b-English has contri ted substantially to the Indian languages

Therefore, the influen e has been mutual. If we can. call



modern English the r
`t,3

ult of the marriage,between Anglo=-Saxon

and VormanFren4 with equal rights we tali- pay '.'hat Indian

*ow 98?

English is the result of the union of British English and Indian,
.

cultural-linguistic.context. Indeed, Engllsh language today4s

an international language
with.different Varieties in different

countries.
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